Key MessagesTime-to-event data under the presence of competing risks with age as a time scale can be used to examine age to first chronic disease.The majority of individuals have at least one major chronic disease before death (cardiovascular disease, COPD, diabetes, lung cancer).Modifiable lifestyle risk factors have different magnitudes of associations with age to first chronic disease, by sex.

Introduction
============

In 2014, the World Health Organization attributed more than two-thirds of deaths worldwide (38 million) to chronic diseases.[@dyz078-B1] Most chronic disease deaths were attributable to cancer, cardiovascular disease, chronic respiratory disease or diabetes. Although the combined impacts of chronic diseases on health and survival are substantial,[@dyz078-B1] epidemiology has traditionally studied chronic diseases in 'silos'.[@dyz078-B5] Clinically, researching chronic diseases separately is beneficial for understanding the epidemiology of individual diseases. However, considering multiple chronic diseases simultaneously is advantageous because it better reflects the experience of patients, who accumulate multiple conditions, as well as more accurately reflects overall health.[@dyz078-B8] Well-established evidence shows that the incidence of cancer, cardiovascular disease, chronic respiratory disease and diabetes share modifiable risk factors such as alcohol consumption, body mass index (BMI), cigarette smoking, unhealthy diet and physical inactivity, which account for more than two-thirds of these diseases.[@dyz078-B1]^,^[@dyz078-B9]^,^[@dyz078-B10]

Despite the importance of studying chronic diseases compositely, this area of research has been studied less extensively relative to disease-specific research.[@dyz078-B6]^,^[@dyz078-B7] In addition, there is a gap in understanding the sequence of chronic disease over the life course. From a population health perspective, understanding the relationship between age and modifiable lifestyle risk factors with the first occurrence of chronic disease is critical to inform age-appropriate disease prevention strategies for multiple chronic diseases.[@dyz078-B9]^,^[@dyz078-B11]

This study examined the relationship between age, five modifiable lifestyle risk factors (alcohol consumption, body mass index (BMI), cigarette smoking, unhealthy diet and physical inactivity) and the incidence of an individual's first chronic disease \[congestive heart failure (CHF), chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), diabetes, lung cancer, myocardial infarction (MI) and stroke including transient ischaemic attacks (TIA)\] over the adult life course (age to first chronic disease). Whereas many chronic conditions could have been selected, we focused on these six diseases based on: their known associations with the modifiable lifestyle risk factors; high prevalence; and impact on health status, morbidity and mortality.

Methods
=======

A cohort study was conducted in Ontario using survey data from the Canadian Community Health Survey (CCHS) linked to administrative data held by the Institute for Clinical Evaluative Sciences. The study period was 1 January 2000 to 31 December 2014.

Data sources
------------

The CCHS is a cross-sectional survey, originating in 2000, which collects self-reported information on personal health status and determinants of health, and represents 98% of the Canadian population over 12 years.[@dyz078-B14] The administrative databases were: the Discharge Abstract Database, which contains hospital discharge data including diagnoses based on the International Classification of Diseases (ICD) 9th (ICD-9) and 10th revisions (ICD-10); the Ontario Health Insurance Plan Claims Database, which contains physician billing claims that include the visit reason (ICD-9); the Ontario Cancer Registry, which contains all cancer diagnoses in Ontario except non-melanoma skin cancers (ICD for Oncology 3rd edition); the Registered Persons Database, which contains demographic information; and vital statistics, which contain cause of death (ICD-9). These datasets were linked using unique encoded identifiers and analysed at the Institute for Clinical Evaluative Sciences (ICES).

Cohort
------

Individuals who completed any of the six cycles from the Ontario CCHS**---**Cycles 1.1 (2000), 2.1 (2003), 3.1 (2005), 4.1 (2007), 2009/10 and 2011/12**---**and consented to linkage via their provincial health card to administrative data were included. Individuals were excluded if they were under 20 years at interview; had existing CHF, COPD, diabetes, lung cancer, MI or stroke based on administrative data algorithms or self-reported disease; or had missing data on the five modifiable lifestyle risk factors, sociodemographic factors or other health-related risk factors. Less than 2% were missing for each variable individually, and 5% overall. BMI and household income were missing more frequently, so individuals with missing values for either variable were categorized as unknown.

Chronic disease outcomes
------------------------

The outcome was chronic disease, consisting of incident CHF, COPD, diabetes, lung cancer, MI and stroke including TIA. Lung cancer was identified from the Cancer Registry.[@dyz078-B15] The other diseases were identified using validated algorithms from hospital and physician data ([Supplementary Appendix](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} 1, available as [Supplementary data](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} at *IJE* online).[@dyz078-B16] Using cause of death from vital statistics, deaths were reclassified to chronic diseases when possible to reduce under-reporting of chronic diseases from the health services data. For example, some individuals die due to MI outside the health care system, so MI would be under reported without vital statistics. All diseases were eligible as outcomes starting at age 20 years except for COPD, which was eligible at age 35 years as this is when COPD onset typically begins. If an individual had more than one incident chronic disease, the first-occurring chronic disease incidence date was used.

Modifiable lifestyle risk factors
---------------------------------

The modifiable lifestyle risk factors were: alcohol consumption, BMI adjusted with correction equations for self-report,[@dyz078-B21] cigarette smoking, daily fruit and vegetable consumption and physical activity ([Table 1](#dyz078-T1){ref-type="table"}). All factors were defined using the CCHS and were only collected once upon study entry.

###### 

Modifiable lifestyle risk factors and their definitions

  Modifiable lifestyle risk factor        Definition
  --------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Alcohol consumption                     
   Non-drinker                            Did not drink in the past 12 months or drinking frequency is less than weekly
   Light drinker                          Drinks at least once per week, and up to 2 drinks in the past week (females), or had up to 3 drinks in the past week (males)
   Moderate drinker                       Drinks at least once per week, and had between 3 and 14 drinks in the past week (females), or between 4 and 21 drinks in the paast week (males)
   Heavy drinker                          Drinks at least once per week, and had more than 14 drinks (females), or more than 21 drinks (males)
  Body mass index (BMI)                   
   Healthy weight                         18.5 to 25 kg/m^2^
   Underweight                            \<18.5 kg/m^2^
   Overweight                             25 to 30 kg/m^2^
   Obese, class 1                         30 to 35 kg/m^2^
   Obese, class 2                         35 to 40 kg/m^2^
   Obese, class 3                         \>40 kg/m^2^
  Cigarette smoking                       
   Never smoked                           Less than 100 cigarettes smoked ever
   Heavy smoker                           Currently smokes 1 or more packs per day
   Light smoker                           Currently smokes less than 1 pack per day
   Former heavy smoker                    Formerly smoked 1 or more packs per day
   Former light smoker                    Formerly smoked less than 1 pack per day
   Former smoker, unknown amount          Formerly smoked, but packs per day was not reported
  Daily fruit and vegetable consumption   
   0 to 3 times                           Consumed fruits and vegetables between 0 and 3 times a day
   3 to 6 times                           Consumed fruits and vegetables between 3 and 6 times a day
   6 or more times                        Consumed fruits and vegetables 6 or more times a day
  Leisure physical activity               
   No physical activity                   0 metabolic equivalents per day
   Slightly active                        0 to 1.5 metabolic equivalents per day
   Moderately active                      1.5 to 3 metabolic equivalents per day
   Active                                 3 or more metabolic equivalents per day

For daily fruit and vegetable consumption, starchy vegetables (e.g. potatoes) were not considered and fruit juice was counted maximum once per day.

Statistical analysis
--------------------

To examine age to first chronic disease, methods for examining time-to-event data under the presence of competing risks were used. Age was the time scale because age is biologically meaningful for chronic disease incidence.[@dyz078-B22] Individuals were eligible for follow-up starting at age 20 years. Left truncation (delayed entry) accounted for the fact that an individual is at risk for chronic diseases right from birth and that all individuals were free of the selected chronic diseases before study entry.[@dyz078-B23]^,^[@dyz078-B24] Left truncation accounts for this immortal time by only using the time after the interview to calculate the survival-analysis based estimates; all time before the interview is truncated. Individuals were followed up from their age at interview for up to 15 years until their age of first chronic disease, age of chronic disease-free death or age at study end. Death free of chronic disease was a competing risk. Individual chronic diseases were also competing risks for each other; for example, if an individual developed diabetes as their first chronic disease, diabetes was a competing risk for the other five diseases. All analyses were stratified by sex because biological causes for chronic disease vary by sex and the potential for risk factors to be modified by sex.[@dyz078-B25]

The cumulative incidence of first chronic disease using an age-time scale describes the percentage of individuals at a specific age with at least one incident chronic disease. The cumulative incidence was estimated using the cumulative incidence function (CIF) with chronic disease-free death as a competing risk with the *etm* package in R. The cumulative incidence was also calculated for each chronic disease separately. At a given age, the sum of the individual chronic disease probabilities equals the total cumulative probability of having at least one chronic disease by that age.

The cause-specific Cox proportional hazards (PH) model estimated the associations between the modifiable lifestyle risk factors and age to first chronic disease. Cause-specific hazards ratios (csHRs) were generated to describe the relative change in the rate of chronic disease occurrence at a specific age. Univariable and multivariable models were constructed and adjusted for modifiable lifestyle risk factors, sociodemographic factors and other health-related factors. Confounder selection was guided by the Canadian Chronic Disease Indicators.[@dyz078-B8]^,^[@dyz078-B29] The sociodemographic factors were: ethnicity, Canadian immigrant status, rural residence, highest level of education, household income quintile and marital status. The health-related factors were: second-hand smoke exposure at home, asthma, high blood pressure, self-rated health and life stress. As the rate of an event and the corresponding event risk do not have a direct relationship under the presence of competing events, the Fine-Gray competing risk model was also used to examine the associations while accounting for death (without experiencing chronic disease) as a competing risk. The Fine-Gray model computes the subdistribution hazards ratio (sdHR) where the direction of the sdHR describes the direction of the covariate effect on the incidence of chronic disease.[@dyz078-B30] Cause-specific Cox PH models and Fine-Gray models were also used to examine the association of the modifiable lifestyle risk factors with each chronic disease separately.

We performed six additional analyses that considered other chronic diseases as endpoints. For the first additional analysis, we included all other cancers, dementia and osteo- and other arthritis (arthritis) as outcomes, and repeated the analysis among individuals who were free of the six chronic diseases plus other cancers, dementia and arthritis. The additional analysis was repeated five more times where the other cancers outcome was modified to only include those cancers with known associations with a specific lifestyle factor[@dyz078-B31] (summarized in [Supplementary Appendix 2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, available as [Supplementary data](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} at *IJE* online). For example, the second additional analysis was limited to those cancers with known associations with alcohol consumption. The analysis was repeated five times, once for each lifestyle factor. The purpose of the additional analyses was to assess how the estimates (e.g. CIF, HRs) would change when other chronic diseases were added.

A sensitivity analysis was also performed on individuals that self-reported being free of fourteen common chronic conditions ([Supplementary Appendix 1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, available as [Supplementary data](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} at *IJE* online), including conditions that were not outcomes (e.g. asthma). This purpose of the sensitivity analysis was to evaluate the robustness of the associations between the modifiable lifestyle risk factors and the six chronic diseases among individuals who were free of a larger set of chronic conditions in addition to the six chronic diseases at baseline.

All regression analyses were conducted using SAS Enterprise Guide 7.1. To ensure the estimates were representative of the Ontario population, survey weights from Statistics Canada were normalized. This project has been approved by the Research Ethics Boards at the University of Toronto, Toronto Canada; and Sunnybrook Health Sciences Center, Toronto Canada.

Results
=======

Baseline characteristics
------------------------

There were 200 922 CCHS respondents eligible, 2413 of which appeared in more than one cycle. After exclusions ([Figure 1](#dyz078-F1){ref-type="fig"}), there were 112 870 individuals (56.2% female). The cohort characteristics are in [Table 2](#dyz078-T2){ref-type="table"}. On average, females were older than males. There were more heavy drinkers and fewer non-drinkers in males than females. Men also tended to be classified as being overweight or with obesity, be current or former smokers, eat fewer fruits and vegetables daily, and be more physically active compared with women.

![Eligubilty criteria for the CCHS Cohort, ON, Canada, 2000--14.](dyz078f1){#dyz078-F1}

###### 

Characteristics of the Ontario CCHS cohort as of their interview date, by sex, 2000--14

  Baseline characteristic                           Both sexes       Females          Males
  ------------------------------------------------- ---------------- ---------------- ----------------
  Sociodemographic factors                                                            
   Age, mean ± SD                                                                     
    Mean ± SD                                       45.86 ± 16.05    46.82 ± 16.71    44.64 ± 15.06
    20 to 34 years                                  33 211 (29.4%)   18 385 (29.0%)   14 826 (30.0%)
    35 to 44 years                                  26 144 (23.2%)   13 661 (21.5%)   12 483 (25.2%)
    45 to 54 years                                  20 404 (18.1%)   10 978 (17.3%)   9426 (19.1%)
    55 to 64 years                                  17 446 (15.5%)   10 095 (15.9%)   7351 (14.9%)
    65 to 74 years                                  10 012 (8.9%)    6185 (9.8%)      3827 (7.7%)
    75 to 84 years                                  4653 (4.1%)      3317 (5.2%)      1336 (2.7%)
    85+ years                                       1000 (0.9%)      780 (1.2%)       220 (0.4%)
   Visible minority, *n* (%)                        13 958 (12.4%)   7 664 (12.1%)    6294 (12.7%)
   Immigrant, *n* (%)                               22 696 (20.1%)   12 816 (20.2%)   9880 (20.0%)
   Rural residence, *n* (%)                         22 813 (20.2%)   12 684 (20.0%)   10 129 (20.5%)
   Highest level of education, *n* (%)                                                
    Less than secondary school graduation           14 692 (13.0%)   8265 (13.0%)     6427 (13.0%)
    Secondary school graduation                     21 801 (19.3%)   12 420 (19.6%)   9381 (19.0%)
    Post-secondary education (include partial)      76 377 (67.7%)   42 716 (67.4%)   33 661 (68.0%)
   Household income quintile, *n* (%)                                                 
    1 (Lowest)                                      11 513 (10.2%)   7448 (11.7%)     4065 (8.2%)
    2                                               13 794 (12.2%)   8603 (13.6%)     5191 (10.5%)
    3                                               20 501 (18.2%)   12 156 (19.2%)   8345 (16.9%)
    4                                               28 777 (25.5%)   15 401 (24.3%)   13 376 (27.0%)
    5 (Highest)                                     31 762 (28.1%)   15 518 (24.5%)   16 244 (32.8%)
    Unknown income                                  6523 (5.8%)      4275 (6.7%)      2248 (4.5%)
   Marital status, *n* (%)                                                            
    Single, never married                           25 147 (22.3%)   12 243 (19.3%)   12 904 (26.1%)
    Domestic partner (married/common-law)           68 987 (61.1%)   38 092 (60.1%)   30 895 (62.5%)
    Widowed/separated/divorced                      18 736 (16.6%)   13 066 (20.6%)   5670 (11.5%)
  Modifiable lifestyle risk factors                                                   
   Alcohol consumption status, *n* (%)                                                
    Non-drinker                                     60 296 (53.4%)   40 131 (63.3%)   20 165 (40.8%)
    Light drinker                                   16 553 (14.7%)   8274 (13.1%)     8279 (16.7%)
    Moderate drinker                                26 363 (23.4%)   12 479 (19.7%)   13 884 (28.1%)
    Heavy drinker                                   9658 (8.6%)      2517 (4.0%)      7141 (14.4%)
   Body mass index (BMI)                                                              
    Mean ± SD                                       26.89 ± 5.13     26.46 ± 5.50     27.42 ± 4.58
    Healthy weight (18.5 to 25 kg/m^2^)             41 433 (36.7%)   26 427 (41.7%)   15 006 (30.3%)
    Underweight (\<18.5 kg/m^2^)                    1231 (1.1%)      915 (1.4%)       316 (0.6%)
    Overweight (25 to 30 kg/m^2^)                   40 616 (36.0%)   18 841 (29.7%)   21 775 (44.0%)
    Obese, class 1 (30 to 35 kg/m^2^)               16 799 (14.9%)   8234 (13.0%)     8565 (17.3%)
    Obese, class 2 (35 to 40 kg/m^2^)               4763 (4.2%)      2792 (4.4%)      1971 (4.0%)
    Obese, class 3 (\>40 kg/m^2^)                   2130 (1.9%)      1410 (2.2%)      720 (1.5%)
    Unknown BMI                                     5898 (5.2%)      4782 (7.5%)      1116 (2.3%)
   Cigarette smoking status, *n* (%)                                                  
    Never smoked                                    56 641 (50.2%)   34 788 (54.9%)   21 853 (44.2%)
    Heavy smoker                                    4802 (4.3%)      1767 (2.8%)      3035 (6.1%)
    Light smoker                                    21 640 (19.2%)   11 329 (17.9%)   10 311 (20.8%)
    Former heavy smoker                             7014 (6.2%)      2855 (4.5%)      4159 (8.4%)
    Former light smoker                             19 354 (17.1%)   10 851 (17.1%)   8503 (17.2%)
    Former smoker, unknown amount                   3419 (3.0%)      1811 (2.9%)      1608 (3.3%)
   Daily fruit and vegetable consumption, *n* (%)                                     
    0 to 3 times                                    35 519 (31.5%)   15 627 (24.6%)   19 892 (40.2%)
    3 to 6 times                                    52 389 (46.4%)   30 067 (47.4%)   22 322 (45.1%)
    6 or more times                                 24 962 (22.1%)   17 707 (27.9%)   7255 (14.7%)
   Leisure physical activity, *n* (%)                                                 
    No physical activity                            8761 (7.8%)      5281 (8.3%)      3480 (7.0%)
    Slightly active                                 43 623 (38.6%)   25 292 (39.9%)   18 331 (37.1%)
    Moderately active                               30 222 (26.8%)   17 349 (27.4%)   12 873 (26.0%)
    Active                                          30 264 (26.8%)   15 479 (24.4%)   14 785 (29.9%)
  Other health-related risk factors                                                   
   Household second-hand smoke exposure, n (%)      4795 (9.7%)      5486 (8.7%)      10 281 (9.1%)
   Asthma, *n* (%)                                  13 439 (11.9%)   8682 (13.7%)     4757 (9.6%)
   High blood pressure, *n* (%)                     23 439 (20.8%)   13 769 (21.7%)   9670 (19.5%)
   Self-rated health, *n* (%)                                                         
    Poor                                            1798 (1.6%)      1118 (1.8%)      680 (1.4%)
    Fair                                            6936 (6.1%)      4099 (6.5%)      2837 (5.7%)
    Good                                            28 877 (25.6%)   15 932 (25.1%)   12 945 (26.2%)
    Very good                                       46 777 (41.4%)   26 204 (41.3%)   20 573 (41.6%)
    Excellent                                       28 482 (25.2%)   16 048 (25.3%)   12 434 (25.1%)
   Life stress, *n* (%)                                                               
    Not at all stressful                            11 663 (10.3%)   5934 (9.4%)      5729 (11.6%)
    Not very stressful                              26 949 (23.9%)   14 999 (23.7%)   11 950 (24.2%)
    A bit stressful                                 48 651 (43.1%)   27 494 (43.4%)   2157 (42.8%)
    Quite a bit/extremely stressful                 25 607 (22.7%)   14 974 (23.6%)   10 633 (21.5%)

Any chronic disease
-------------------

### Incidence

Approximately 15.1% (n = 17 043) of the cohort developed at least one of the six chronic diseases over the study period ([Supplementary Figure 1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, available as [Supplementary data](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} at *IJE* online). Overall, the cohort had 1.98 chronic diseases per 100 person-years with males having a higher incidence than females (2.09 vs 1.90 per 100 person-years). Of the selected diseases, the most frequently-occurring one was diabetes (40.9%) followed by COPD (32.8%), stroke including TIA (9.6%), CHF (8.2%), MI (5.9%) and lung cancer (2.6%). Overall, 2099 persons (1.9%) died before having one of the six chronic diseases (1167 females). Of these deaths, 192 were reclassified as a chronic disease with MI's reclassified the most (n = 127).

The cumulative incidence of first chronic disease is shown in [Figure 2](#dyz078-F2){ref-type="fig"}. The cumulative incidence of any of the six chronic diseases was greater in females until age 48 years, after which the incidence was greater in males. By sex, 50% of males and females had at least one of the six chronic diseases by age 66.3 and 70.5 years, respectively. By age 70.5 years (2015 world life expectancy),[@dyz078-B36] 50.9% (95% CI: 50.0, 51.9) of females and 58.1% (95% CI: 57.2, 59.1) of males had at least one chronic disease. Over the life course, the risk of a chronic disease-free death was low.

![Cumulative incidence function of age to first chronic disease with death as a competing risk, by sex.](dyz078f2){#dyz078-F2}

### Modifiable lifestyle risk factors

The associations between the lifestyle factors and any of the six chronic diseases calculated using cause-specific Cox PH models are shown in [Tables 3a](#dyz078-T3){ref-type="table"} and [3b](#dyz078-T4){ref-type="table"}. Non-drinkers were associated with an increased hazard of any of the six chronic diseases compared with light drinkers. A dose-response relationship for BMI was observed for both sexes where increasing levels of overweightness and obesity was associated with increasing hazard of first chronic disease. In females, current heavy smokers had a greater hazard of first chronic disease than current light smokers, and former heavy smokers had a greater hazard than former light smokers. Similar associations were observed in males, but the magnitudes of the associations were lower. In both sexes, the relative hazard of any first chronic disease increased as the daily consumption of fruits and vegetables decreased. For both sexes, less physical activity increased the hazard of any of the six chronic diseases. As expected based on the low risk of a chronic disease-free death, the subdistribution HR's were similar to the cause-specific HR's ([Supplementary Table 1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, available as [Supplementary data](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} at *IJE* online).

###### 

Associations of the modifiable lifestyle risk factors with age to first chronic disease among females (cause-specific Cox PH models)

  Characteristic                               Comparison group                        Reference group                   Univariable model   Multivariable models                                                             
  -------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------- -------------------------------- ------------------- ---------------------- ------ ------------ ------------ ------------ ------------ ------------
  Alcohol consumption                          Non-drinker                             Light drinker                           1.57               1.45, 1.70        1.40   1.29, 1.52      1.31      1.21, 1.42      1.28      1.18, 1.38
  Moderate drinker                             0.95                                    0.86, 1.04                              0.96               0.87, 1.05        0.97   0.88, 1.07      0.98      0.89, 1.08               
  Heavy drinker                                1.72                                    1.49, 2.00                              1.28               1.10, 1.49        1.27   1.09, 1.47      1.22      1.05, 1.42               
  BMI                                          Underweight                             Healthy weight                          0.97               0.74, 1.27        0.86   0.65, 1.13      0.83      0.63, 1.09      0.80      0.61, 1.05
  Overweight                                   1.50                                    1.41, 1.59                              1.48               1.39, 1.57        1.50   1.41, 1.59      1.43      1.34, 1.52               
  Obese, class 1                               2.12                                    1.97, 2.28                              1.96               1.82, 2.11        2.01   1.87, 2.17      1.80      1.67, 1.94               
  Obese, class 2                               3.35                                    3.04, 3.69                              3.11               2.82, 3.43        3.19   2.89, 3.52      2.70      2.44, 2.98               
  Obese, class 3                               3.99                                    3.52, 4.53                              3.54               3.12, 4.03        3.68   3.23, 4.19      3.04      2.67, 3.47               
  Unknown BMI                                  1.69                                    1.55, 1.85                              1.59               1.45, 1.73        1.64   1.50, 1.79      1.58      1.45, 1.72               
  Cigarette smoking                            Heavy smoker                            Never smoked                            4.22               3.82, 4.66        3.76   3.40, 4.17      3.92      3.52, 4.38      3.86      3.46, 4.31
  Light smoker                                 2.21                                    2.08, 2.35                              2.26               2.13, 2.41        2.37   2.22, 2.54      2.39      2.23, 2.56               
  Former heavy smoker                          1.43                                    1.28, 1.59                              1.35               1.21, 1.50        1.48   1.33, 1.65      1.47      1.32, 1.64               
  Former light smoker                          1.05                                    0.98, 1.12                              1.12               1.05, 1.20        1.21   1.13, 1.30      1.20      1.12, 1.29               
  Former smoker, amount unknown                0.71                                    0.59, 0.84                              0.77               0.65, 0.92        0.83   0.69, 0.98      0.84      0.71, 1.00               
  Daily fruit and vegetable consumption        0 to 3 times                            6 or more times                         1.66               1.56, 1.78        1.18   1.10, 1.27      1.16      1.08, 1.24      1.15      1.07, 1.24
  3 to 6 times                                 1.17                                    1.11, 1.25                              1.08               1.02, 1.15        1.07   1.01, 1.14      1.08      1.01, 1.15               
  Leisure physical activity                    Moderately active                       Active                                  1.12               1.03, 1.20        1.03   0.96, 1.11      1.02      0.95, 1.10      0.99      0.92, 1.07
  Slightly active                              1.35                                    1.26, 1.44                              1.10               1.03, 1.18        1.07   1.00, 1.15      1.02      0.95, 1.09               
  No physical activity                         1.79                                    1.65, 1.95                              1.30               1.19, 1.41        1.19   1.09, 1.30      1.08      0.98, 1.18               
  Visible minority                                                                     White                                   1.20               1.13, 1.28                               1.33      1.24, 1.43      1.33      1.24, 1.43
  Immigrant                                                                            Canadian-born                           1.06               1.01, 1.12                               1.09      1.03, 1.16      1.08      1.02, 1.14
  Rural residence                                                                      0.96                                 0.89, 1.04                                        0.93      0.86, 1.00      0.94      0.87, 1.02  
  Education                                    Less than secondary school graduation   Secondary school graduation             1.27               1.19, 1.37                               1.06      0.99, 1.14      1.00      0.93, 1.08
  Post-secondary education (include partial)   0.81                                    0.76, 0.86                                                                   0.95   0.89, 1.00      0.94      0.89, 1.00               
  Household income quintile                    1 (Lowest)                              5 (highest)                             1.74               1.60, 1.90                               1.22      1.11, 1.34      1.12      1.02, 1.23
  2                                            1.59                                    1.46, 1.73                                                                   1.21   1.11, 1.32      1.15      1.05, 1.25               
  3                                            1.52                                    1.41, 1.64                                                                   1.18   1.09, 1.28      1.15      1.07, 1.25               
  4                                            1.31                                    1.22, 1.41                                                                   1.10   1.02, 1.18      1.07      1.00, 1.15               
  Unknown income                               1.47                                    1.35, 1.60                                                                   1.20   1.10, 1.31      1.15      1.06, 1.26               
  Marital status                               Domestic partner (married/common-law)   Single never married                    0.83               0.76, 0.90                               0.94      0.86, 1.02      0.94      0.86, 1.02
  Widowed / separated / divorced               1.07                                    0.97, 1.17                                                                   0.99   0.90, 1.09      0.99      0.90, 1.09               
  Household second-hand smoke                                                          No household second hand smoke          1.66               1.54, 1.78                               1.11      1.03, 1.20      1.11      1.03, 1.19
  Asthma                                                                               No asthma                               1.55               1.46, 1.66                                                         1.35      1.26, 1.44
  High blood pressure                                                                  No high blood pressure                  1.75               1.66, 1.85                                                         1.44      1.36, 1.52
  Self-rated health                            Poor                                    Good                                    1.72               1.52, 1.94                                                         1.31      1.16, 1.49
  Fair                                         1.38                                    1.27, 1.49                                                                                          1.13      1.04, 1.23               
  Very good                                    0.72                                    0.68, 0.76                                                                                          0.86      0.81, 0.91               
  Excellent                                    0.54                                    0.50, 0.58                                                                                          0.78      0.72, 0.84               
  Life stress                                  Quite a bit/extremely stressful         Not at all stressful                    1.17               1.07, 1.28                                                         0.98      0.90, 1.08
  Not very stressful                           0.87                                    0.79, 0.95                                                                                          0.88      0.80, 0.96               
  A bit stressful                              1.04                                    0.96, 1.13                                                                                          0.99      0.91, 1.08               

Specific chronic diseases
-------------------------

### Incidence

The cumulative incidence was examined for each chronic disease specifically ([Figure 3a and b](#dyz078-F3){ref-type="fig"}). Among females, by the end of the life course, the order of chronic diseases in terms of descending cumulative incidence was: diabetes, COPD, CHF, stroke, MI and lung cancer. The ordering was similar for males except CHF and stroke were reversed.

![Cumulative incidence function for age-to-first chronic disease among females (top) and males (bottom), by chronic disease. The individual chronic diseases are competing risks of one another, so the cumulative incidence shows the risk of a specific chronic disease without the presence of any other event (chronic disease or death). For example, 'diabetes' implies 'diabetes without the presence of another chronic disease or death'.](dyz078f3){#dyz078-F3}

### Modifiable lifestyle risk factors

The associations between the risk factors and each of the six specific chronic disease were examined, and the associations varied by specific chronic disease ([Tables 4a](#dyz078-T5){ref-type="table"} and [4b](#dyz078-T6){ref-type="table"}**;**[Supplementary Tables 2a and 2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} b, available as [Supplementary data](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} at *IJE* online contain the full models). For both sexes, not consuming alcohol was associated with a higher hazard of diabetes and MI's in both sexes. Unhealthy BMI was associated with increased hazards of diabetes in both sexes. Current cigarette smoking (light smoker and heavy smoker) was associated with all chronic diseases in females, except for CHF; and COPD, lung cancer and MI in males. Decreased daily fruit and vegetable consumption was associated with a higher hazard of diabetes in both sexes. The associations with physical activity were mixed. Among females, decreased physical activity was associated with increased hazards of CHF and stroke, but decreased hazard of MI's. Among males, decreased physical activity was associated with increased hazards of lung cancer, COPD, diabetes. The sdHR's varied depending on the risk factor and chronic disease ([Supplementary Tables 3a and 3b](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, available as [Supplementary data](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} at *IJE* online). The values of the sdHR's were different than the csHR's, which suggests that the rate of each chronic disease occurrence was different than their probability of occurrence over the life course.[@dyz078-B30]

###### 

Associations of the modifiable lifestyle risk factors with age to first chronic disease among males (cause-specific Cox PH models)

  Characteristic                               Comparison group                         Reference group                   Univariable model   Multivariable models                                                 
  -------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------- -------------------------------- ------------------- ---------------------- ------ ------------ ------ ------------ ------ ------------
  Alcohol consumption                          Non-drinker                              Light drinker                           1.36               1.27, 1.46        1.24   1.15, 1.32   1.17   1.09, 1.25  1.16    1.08, 1.24
  Moderate drinker                             0.99                                     0.92, 1.06                              0.96               0.89, 1.04        0.98   0.91, 1.06   0.97   0.90, 1.05         
  Heavy drinker                                1.17                                     1.06, 1.28                              0.89               0.81, 0.98        0.88   0.80, 0.98   0.85   0.77, 0.94         
  BMI                                          Underweight                              Healthy weight                          1.90               1.45, 2.50        1.65   1.26, 2.17   1.58   1.20, 2.08  1.52    1.16, 2.00
  Overweight                                   1.11                                     1.05, 1.18                              1.20               1.12, 1.27        1.24   1.16, 1.32   1.19   1.12, 1.27         
  Obese, class 1                               1.75                                     1.63, 1.88                              1.86               1.73, 2.00        1.97   1.83, 2.12   1.77   1.65, 1.91         
  Obese, class 2                               2.87                                     2.59, 3.18                              2.86               2.58, 3.17        3.01   2.71, 3.34   2.50   2.25, 2.77         
  Obese, class 3                               4.13                                     3.55, 4.81                              4.00               3.43, 4.67        4.26   3.65, 4.97   3.40   2.91, 3.98         
  Unknown BMI                                  1.40                                     1.23, 1.59                              1.39               1.22, 1.58        1.46   1.28, 1.67   1.49   1.31, 1.69         
  Cigarette smoking                            Heavy smoker                             Never smoked                            2.84               2.60, 3.09        2.76   2.52, 3.01   2.70   2.46, 2.97  2.61    2.37, 2.87
  Light smoker                                 1.96                                     1.84, 2.09                              1.99               1.87, 2.13        1.89   1.77, 2.02   1.87   1.74, 1.99         
  Former heavy smoker                          1.35                                     1.25, 1.47                              1.29               1.18, 1.40        1.31   1.21, 1.43   1.24   1.14, 1.35         
  Former light smoker                          1.09                                     1.01, 1.16                              1.10               1.03, 1.18        1.11   1.04, 1.19   1.07   1.00, 1.15         
  Former smoker, amount unknown                0.94                                     0.81, 1.08                              0.97               0.84, 1.12        0.95   0.82, 1.10   0.92   0.80, 1.06         
  Daily fruit and vegetable consumption        0 to 3 times                             6 or more times                         1.37               1.27, 1.48        1.12   1.03, 1.21   1.12   1.03, 1.21  1.09    1.01, 1.18
  3 to 6 times                                 1.09                                     1.01, 1.18                              1.05               0.97, 1.13        1.05   0.97, 1.13   1.03   0.96, 1.12         
  Leisure physical activity                    Moderately active                        Active                                  1.09               1.01, 1.17        1.05   0.97, 1.12   1.04   0.97, 1.12  1.01    0.94, 1.08
  Slightly active                              1.41                                     1.32, 1.50                              1.21               1.14, 1.29        1.18   1.11, 1.26   1.12   1.05, 1.20         
  No physical activity                         1.73                                     1.59, 1.88                              1.41               1.29, 1.53        1.29   1.18, 1.41   1.22   1.12, 1.33         
  Visible minority                                                                      White                                   1.21               1.14, 1.28                            1.30   1.21, 1.39  1.25    1.16, 1.35
  Immigrant                                                                             Canadian-born                           1.07               1.02, 1.12                            1.04   0.98, 1.11  1.04    0.97, 1.10
  Rural residence                                                                                                               0.97               0.90, 1.05                            0.93   0.87, 1.01  0.94    0.87, 1.01
  Education                                    Less than secondary school graduation    Secondary school graduation             1.22               1.13, 1.32                            1.03   0.95, 1.11  1.01    0.94, 1.10
  Post-secondary education (include partial)   0.82                                     0.77, 0.87                                                                   0.94   0.88, 1.00   0.95   0.89, 1.01         
  Household income quintile                    1 (lowest)                               5 (highest)                             1.66               1.52, 1.82                            1.22   1.11, 1.35  1.16    1.05, 1.28
  2                                            1.33                                     1.22, 1.46                                                                   1.09   1.00, 1.19   1.03   0.94, 1.13         
  3                                            1.34                                     1.25, 1.44                                                                   1.13   1.05, 1.22   1.10   1.02, 1.19         
  4                                            1.20                                     1.12, 1.28                                                                   1.04   0.97, 1.10   1.03   0.96, 1.09         
  Unknown income                               1.34                                     1.22, 1.48                                                                   1.15   1.04, 1.27   1.12   1.02, 1.24         
  Marital status                               Domestic partner (married/ common-law)   Single never married                    0.87               0.80, 0.94                            0.94   0.87, 1.02  0.96    0.89, 1.04
  Widowed/separated/divorced                   1.17                                     1.06, 1.30                                                                   1.13   1.02, 1.25   1.14   1.02, 1.26         
  Household secondhand smoke                                                            No household second-hand smoke          1.57               1.46, 1.69                            1.18   1.10, 1.28  1.17    1.09, 1.27
  Asthma                                                                                No asthma                               1.37               1.26, 1.49                                               1.35    1.24, 1.46
  High blood pressure                                                                   No high blood pressure                  1.68               1.60, 1.78                                               1.46    1.38, 1.54
  Self-rated health                            Poor                                     Good                                    1.43               1.22, 1.68                                               1.11    0.94, 1.31
  Fair                                         1.33                                     1.22, 1.46                                                                                       1.11   1.02, 1.22         
  Very good                                    0.69                                     0.65, 0.73                                                                                       0.83   0.78, 0.87         
  Excellent                                    0.49                                     0.45, 0.52                                                                                       0.66   0.61, 0.71         
  Life stress                                  Quite a bit/extremely stressful          Not at all stressful                    0.91               0.83, 0.99                                               0.88    0.80, 0.96
  Not very stressful                           0.90                                     0.83, 0.97                                                                                       0.92   0.85, 1.00         
  A bit stressful                              0.95                                     0.88, 1.03                                                                                       0.96   0.89, 1.04         

###### 

Associations of the modifiable lifestyle risk factors with age to first chronic disease among females, by chronic disease type (cause-specific cox PH models)

  Characteristic                          Comparison group    Reference group   CHF        COPD     Diabetes    Lung cancer  MI       Stroke including TIA                                                  
  --------------------------------------- ------------------- ----------------- ------ ------------ ---------- ------------- ------- ---------------------- ------- ------------ ------ ------------ ------ ------------
  Alcohol consumption                     Non-drinker         Light drinker     1.12    0.84, 1.49  1.20        1.04, 1.38   1.40          1.24, 1.58       0.93     0.58, 1.50  1.92    1.14, 3.25  1.16    0.90, 1.50
  Moderate drinker                        1.00                0.70, 1.42        1.08    0.92, 1.27  0.87        0.74, 1.02   0.90          0.53, 1.53       1.30     0.71, 2.36  0.98    0.73, 1.32         
  Heavy drinker                           0.91                0.39, 2.16        1.53    1.24, 1.90  0.82        0.62, 1.10   1.40          0.65, 3.02       2.08     0.85, 5.11  0.95    0.52, 1.74         
  BMI                                     Underweight         Healthy weight    0.38    0.08, 1.76  1.32        0.96, 1.80   0.15          0.05, 0.45       0.77     0.14, 4.07  0.23    0.02, 3.62  0.71    0.28, 1.77
  Overweight                              1.28                1.00, 1.66        1.04    0.94, 1.15  2.44        2.20, 2.70   0.95          0.65, 1.39       0.97     0.69, 1.37  0.87    0.70, 1.07         
  Obese, class 1                          1.52                1.12, 2.06        0.80    0.69, 0.92  4.05        3.62, 4.53   0.97          0.59, 1.60       1.07     0.68, 1.66  1.06    0.81, 1.37         
  Obese, class 2                          0.84                0.43, 1.64        0.98    0.78, 1.22  7.04        6.16, 8.06   0.74          0.27, 2.09       1.48     0.75, 2.93  0.96    0.60, 1.53         
  Obese, class 3                          6.16                3.92, 9.69        1.36    1.04, 1.76  7.00        5.87, 8.34   0.92          0.23, 3.61       0.52     0.10, 2.83  0.77    0.36, 1.65         
  Unknown BMI                             1.42                1.08, 1.86        0.96    0.82, 1.14  3.00        2.61, 3.46   0.71          0.40, 1.29       0.98     0.63, 1.51  1.09    0.85, 1.41         
  Cigarette smoking                       Heavy smoker        Never smoked      1.39    0.70, 2.76  10.24       8.69, 12.1   1.73          1.41, 2.13       27.19    14.0, 52.9  6.80    3.73, 12.4  1.75    1.03, 2.97
  Light smoker                            0.90                0.62, 1.32        6.36    5.67, 7.14  1.14        1.02, 1.28   13.92         8.42, 23.0       3.15     2.11, 4.71  1.51    1.15, 1.97         
  Former heavy smoker                     1.08                0.72, 1.63        2.63    2.18, 3.18  1.06         0.9, 1.26   8.43          4.50, 15.8       1.65     0.89, 3.06  1.38    0.96, 1.98         
  Former light smoker                     0.61                0.46, 0.82        1.67    1.45, 1.92  1.08        0.98, 1.20   4.62          2.74, 7.80       1.13     0.75, 1.71  1.44    1.17, 1.78         
  Former smoker, amount unknown           0.76                0.44, 1.30        0.82    0.56, 1.21  0.85        0.66, 1.08   1.04          0.19, 5.56       1.28     0.60, 2.75  0.95    0.58, 1.55         
  Daily fruit and vegetable consumption   0 to 3 times        6 or more times   0.87    0.66, 1.15  1.27        1.12, 1.44   1.12          1.01, 1.24       1.03     0.65, 1.64  1.40    0.93, 2.10  1.01    0.79, 1.29
  3 to 6 times                            0.85                0.69, 1.06        1.06    0.95, 1.19  1.13        1.04, 1.23   0.93          0.62, 1.39       1.06     0.74, 1.50  1.01    0.83, 1.22         
  Leisure physical activity               Moderately active   Active            1.13    0.82, 1.55  1.06        0.93, 1.20   0.88          0.78, 0.99       1.37     0.82, 2.29  0.54    0.36, 0.81  1.44    1.11, 1.88
  Slightly active                         1.07                0.79, 1.44        0.99    0.88, 1.12  0.98        0.89, 1.09   1.40          0.86, 2.27       0.61     0.42, 0.87  1.38    1.07, 1.78         
  No physical activity                    1.57                1.12, 2.19        1.07    0.91, 1.25  1.07        0.94, 1.22   1.17          0.62, 2.22       0.46     0.28, 0.75  0.96    0.68, 1.35         

Models have also been adjusted for: ethnicity, immigrant status, rural residence, education level, income, marital status, self-rated health, life stress, asthma and high blood pressure.

###### 

Associations of the modifiable lifestyle risk factors with age to first chronic disease among males, by chronic disease type (cause-specific cox PH models)

  Characteristic                          Comparison group    Reference group   CHF        COPD     Diabetes    Lung cancer  MI       Stroke including TIA                                                   
  --------------------------------------- ------------------- ----------------- ------ ------------ ---------- ------------- ------- ---------------------- ------- ------------ ------ ------------- ------ -------------
  Alcohol consumption                     Non-drinker         Light drinker     1.39    1.05, 1.84  1.10        0.96, 1.27   1.17          1.06, 1.29       1.10     0.67, 1.80  1.51    1.16, 1.95   0.84    0.66, 1.07
  Moderate drinker                        0.85                0.62, 1.16        1.01    0.88, 1.17  0.97        0.87, 1.08   1.00          0.59, 1.68       1.11     0.84, 1.46  0.80    0.62, 1.02          
  Heavy drinker                           1.27                0.84, 1.92        0.89    0.74, 1.06  0.72        0.62, 0.84   1.10          0.59, 2.02       0.95     0.67, 1.36  1.01    0.72, 1.41          
  BMI                                     Underweight         Healthy weight    1.43    0.42, 4.82  1.71        1.15, 2.54   1.55          0.98, 2.46       1.96     0.59, 6.52  0.00    0.00, 99.99  1.32    0.43, 40.00
  Overweight                              1.01                0.79, 1.29        0.88    0.79, 0.97  1.83        1.64, 2.03   0.63          0.44, 0.91       1.08     0.87, 1.33  0.92    0.75, 1.14          
  Obese, class 1                          1.46                1.08, 1.98        0.85    0.73, 0.98  3.68        3.28, 4.12   0.55          0.32, 0.96       1.40     1.08, 1.81  0.77    0.57, 1.03          
  Obese, class 2                          2.08                1.31, 3.31        0.81    0.62, 1.05  6.03        5.22, 6.97   0.54          0.18, 1.62       1.18     0.75, 1.86  1.44    0.94, 2.20          
  Obese, class 3                          1.78                0.73, 4.33        0.76    0.47, 1.25  8.95        7.4, 10.82   0.49          0.05, 5.05       1.30     0.57, 2.97  1.24    0.54, 2.87          
  Unknown BMI                             1.39                0.99, 1.96        1.08    0.84, 1.38  2.16        1.71, 2.73   0.73          0.34, 1.54       1.17     0.75, 1.81  1.12    0.78, 1.60          
  Cigarette smoking                       Heavy smoker        Never smoked      0.99    0.57, 1.72  7.99        6.75, 9.46   1.09          0.92, 1.30       38.60    18.7, 79.7  5.29    3.84, 7.28   1.27    0.84, 1.93
  Light smoker                            1.16                0.84, 1.59        5.52    4.81, 6.33  1.01        0.91, 1.12   15.40         7.88, 29.9       3.37     2.63, 4.31  1.03    0.79, 1.35          
  Former heavy smoker                     1.12                0.83, 1.50        1.91    1.58, 2.31  1.09        0.97, 1.23   7.41          3.57, 15.4       1.44     1.06, 1.96  1.02    0.78, 1.33          
  Former light smoker                     0.96                0.75, 1.23        1.62    1.38, 1.91  0.95        0.86, 1.04   4.01          1.96, 8.22       1.75     1.37, 2.23  0.69    0.54, 0.88          
  Former smoker, amount unknown           1.04                0.65, 1.65        0.90    0.61, 1.32  1.01        0.84, 1.21   2.59          0.73, 9.15       0.80     0.43, 1.49  0.74    0.46, 1.20          
  Daily fruit and vegetable consumption   0 to 3 times        6 or more times   1.02    0.75, 1.39  1.12        0.95, 1.32   1.13          1.01, 1.27       1.16     0.64, 2.09  1.03    0.78, 1.36   0.87    0.66, 1.14
  3 to 6 times                            0.98                0.74, 1.30        1.09    0.93, 1.28  1.04        0.93, 1.15   1.16          0.65, 2.06       1.00     0.77, 1.30  1.00    0.78, 1.28          
  Leisure physical activity               Moderately active   Active            0.75    0.57, 0.99  0.89        0.77, 1.03   1.06          0.95, 1.17       1.81     1.06, 3.08  1.28    1/00, 1.62   0.88    0.69, 1.11
  Slightly active                         0.91                0.71, 1.16        1.20    1.06, 1.36  1.16        1.05, 1.27   1.70          1.03, 2.83       0.98     0.77, 1.24  0.90    0.72, 1.12          
  No physical activity                    1.11                0.79, 1.58        1.31    1.11, 1.54  1.18        1.03, 1.35   1.81          0.96, 3.41       1.32     0.96, 1.80  1.02    0.73, 1.43          

Models have also been adjusted for: ethnicity, immigrant status, rural residence, education level, income, marital status, self-rated health, life stress, asthma and high blood pressure.

For the analyses of additional chronic disease outcomes (*n *= 68 943), the added outcomes shifted the CIF for any chronic disease towards a lower age in both sexes compared with the main results ([Supplementary Figure 2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, available as [Supplementary data](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} at *IJE* online shows the composite chronic disease CIF using all other cancers). In general, the cause-specific associations between the modifiable lifestyle risk factors and any of the nine chronic diseases were attenuated ([Supplementary Tables 4a and 4b](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, available as [Supplementary data](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} at *IJE* online). For the other five additional analyses that limited the other cancers outcome to lifestyle-associated cancers, the same amount of attenuation was observed in the composite chronic disease outcome, even for the lifestyle factor that was associated with the other cancers ([Supplementary Table 4a and 4b](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, available as [Supplementary data](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} at *IJE* online). With the expanded definition, arthritis became the most frequent-occurring first chronic disease ([Supplementary Figure 3a](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and  b, available as [Supplementary data](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} at *IJE* online shows the CIF of all other cancers).

For the sensitivity analysis of 55 461 individuals who self-reported being free of common chronic conditions, the CIF for any chronic disease was shifted towards an older age in both sexes versus the main results ([Supplementary Figure 4](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, available as [Supplementary data](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} at *IJE* online). Diabetes and COPD were less likely to occur in this subgroup, and CHF and stroke were more common ([Supplementary Figure 5a](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [5b](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, available as [Supplementary data](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} at *IJE* online**)**. In both sexes, the csHRs were generally similar except that the associations between BMI and any of the six chronic diseases were greater than the main results ([Supplementary Table 5](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, available as [Supplementary data](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} at *IJE* online).

Discussion
==========

Any chronic disease
-------------------

This study found that most individuals accumulated at least one of the six selected chronic diseases over their life. These findings are consistent with a recent study in the Ontario population, which found that two-thirds of individuals had four or more chronic conditions at the time of death.[@dyz078-B37] These findings also contribute to understanding multimorbidity,[@dyz078-B38] by characterizing when individuals develop their first chronic disease. Multimorbidity is a pressing strain on health systems, as individuals with multimorbidity have complex care needs and greater health expenditures.[@dyz078-B39]

This study also examined the sex-specific associations between modifiable lifestyle risk factors and age to six chronic diseases. The sdHRs and csHRs estimated were similar because the competing event risk of death was low. From a relative hazard perspective, the magnitude of the associations between the lifestyle factors and age to first chronic diseases were generally higher in females than males. However, from a cumulative incidence perspective, males had a higher cumulative incidence of these diseases. The discrepancy can be attributed to the high burden of unhealthy lifestyle factors in males compared with females. Whereas relative hazards are important for understanding aetiology, these findings highlight the importance of understanding the distribution of lifestyle factors in the population, and that strategies to increase healthy lifestyle choices can have a greater absolute impact if segments of the population with unhealthy lifestyle choices are targeted, even if they are at lower hazard on a relative scale.

Specific chronic diseases
-------------------------

The cumulative incidences of each of the six chronic diseases separately by age provide insights into multimorbidity by showing which diseases are expected to occur first. This study shows that diabetes and COPD tend to occur first, reinforcing that prevention efforts that target the lifestyle risk factors of COPD (e.g. cigarette smoking) and diabetes (e.g. physical inactivity, BMI) should be directed at younger people. This will have subsequent effects later in the life course by improving quality of life and reducing health care utilization.

The associations of the lifestyle risk factors by specific chronic disease re-emphasizes that lifestyle factors are associated differently depending on the chronic disease. As expected, current cigarette smoking was found to increase the hazards of many of the selected chronic diseases, and it was found that the associations for type of smoker (e.g. current smoker) were stronger for certain diseases. Being a non-drinker was associated with an increased hazard for several of the chosen chronic diseases in both sexes. These findings agree with several existing studies showing that moderate consumption of alcohol is associated with reduced incidence of chronic diseases like coronary heart disease and diabetes.[@dyz078-B42]^,^[@dyz078-B43] There may also be residual confounding with non-drinkers, as this may be a heterogeneous group that includes lifetime abstainers of alcohol and individuals who have stopped drinking, potentially for health reasons. Although no protective association of physical activity was observed in females, this is not entirely unexpected as physical activity as measured in the CCHS has limitations. Only leisure physical activity was measured historically; other forms of physical activity (e.g. transportation, work) were not collected. Nevertheless, these results underscore the importance of using age- and sex-specific health prevention strategies that focus on modifying lifestyle behaviours to prevent multiple diseases simultaneously, instead of disease-specific strategies.

Strengths and limitations
-------------------------

One strength of the study was that we were able to improve chronic disease outcome identification by attributing certain deaths to a chronic disease using vital statistics data in addition to diagnosis from the health care use data. This reduced the misclassification of MI and, to a lesser extent, stroke. Another strength of the study is that the individuals were drawn from a representative, population-based sample. It should be noted that the results are only generalizable to adults over the age of 20 years living without the six chronic diseases of interest at baseline, and may not represent the general risk profile in the population ([Supplementary Table 6](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, available as [Supplementary data](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} at *IJE* online). However, the sensitivity analysis among individuals free of common chronic diseases at baseline show that the associations between lifestyle factors and any of the six chronic diseases were similar in direction and magnitude compared with the main results. These results suggest that previous chronic disease (which can be considered as competing risk for our diseases of interest) does not seem to affect the relationship between lifestyle factors and future chronic disease. However, future work into how individuals transition to multimorbidity as they age would help elucidate the role of previous chronic diseases on the association between the modifiable lifestyle risk factors and ensuing chronic disease.

A limitation of the study is that lifestyle information was only measured once. Longitudinal data would help elucidate the temporal relationships between lifestyle factors and chronic disease incidence, and how changes in lifestyle behaviours during the life course relate to chronic disease incidence. They would also help explain how the risks of different chronic diseases vary by lifestyle behaviour, and how the contributions of the lifestyle behaviours to chronic disease incidence may change. Another limitation is that diet was only measured using the daily consumption frequency of fruits and vegetables. The serving size was not measured, and the consumption patterns of other food groups (e.g. carbohydrates) or specific dietary risk factors (e.g. sodium) were not collected. Also, whereas strong associations were observed with cigarette smoking, there may still be residual confounding as aspects of smoking history were not adequately captured, such as time since quitting among former smokers.

We intentionally sought to include diseases with known associations with: the modifiable lifestyle risk factors; high prevalence; and impact on health status, morbidity and mortality. However, other chronic diseases could have been included in the composite endpoint. The additional analysis also showed that the choice of chronic diseases can affect the associations of interest. When more chronic diseases were added as outcomes, the results were maintained in terms of direction, but the magnitude of the associations were attenuated because of the predominance of arthritis as the most commonly occurring chronic disease. Whereas arthritis is associated with some of the lifestyle factors, such as BMI,[@dyz078-B44] it is less clearly related to the others. Surprisingly, the cause-specific hazard ratios did not change much when all other cancers were modelled versus only cancers with known associations with the lifestyle factors. We attribute this null finding to the fact that the overall effect of other cancers on the cumulative incidence and hazard ratios is weighted by the overall magnitudes of their effect sizes and their incidence in our cohort. In this case, the incidence of all other cancers was low overall (12.8%), and further limiting the cancers to ones associated with lifestyle behaviours decreased the incidence further (3.8% to 7.6%, depending on the lifestyle factor).

Conclusions
===========

In summary, we found that most people will have at least one chronic disease by the end of their life. This study provides a novel approach using methods for competing risks to examine the incidence of several chronic diseases relative to the life course and how their incidences are associated with lifestyle factors. Further studies that consider how multiple diseases relate to shared risk factors will support more impactful chronic disease prevention strategies and the management and treatment of multimorbidity.
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